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Abstract
Although bacteria have been mainly recognized as disease causing agents since the discovery of 

their identity, there are abundant scientific evidences that bacterial pathogenicity is not the major 
biological function of bacteria. Microbiologists have traditionally focused on disease studies rather 
than on the diverse beneficial functions of bacteria. Recently, cancer/micro-biologists serendipitously 
discovered an important beneficial function of bacteria as anti-cancer agents. This is consistent with 
the idea that bacteria were originally created to perform beneficial functions. In order to maximize the 
medical benefits of bacterial oncolysis, genetic attenuation of bacteria (reduction of pathogenicity) 
can be used to help reduce the pathogenecity of bacteria while not diminishing oncolytic activity.  
The oncolytic role of bacteria within the creation model will be examined in this paper.
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Pathogenicity of Bacteria
Bacteria were first observed by the Dutch scientist 

Anton van Leeuwenhoek in 1674, using a single-
lens microscope of his own design. He called them 
“animalcules” and published his observations in a 
long series of letters to the Royal Society. The name 
bacterium was introduced much later, by Christian 
Gottfried Ehrenberg in 1828, and is derived from the 
Greek word, bacterion, meaning “small staff”. Louis 
Pasteur demonstrated in 1859 that the fermentation 
process is caused by the growth of microorganisms, 
and that this growth is not due to spontaneous 
generation. Pasteur not only rebutted the idea of the 
spontaneous generation of life but also showed that 
bacterial virulence (of Bacillus anthracis) is not a 
permanent characteristic but rather an unstable 
property that could be lost during a culture stage 
(Bordenave 2003; Gillen and Sherwin 2008).

Bacteria have been mainly recognized as disease 
causing agents. Indeed, bacteria-mediated human 
diseases such as tetanus, typhoid fever, diphtheria, 
syphilis, cholera, food-borne illness, leprosy, and 
tuberculosis have devastated human populations 
throughout history. Moreover, a pathogenic strain of 
Bacillus anthracis bacteria, which is the causative 
agent for anthrax, was used as a biological weapon 
in the 2001 anthrax attacks in the United States.  
Medical consequences of the pathogenesis of bacteria 
have greatly affected our history and resulted in 
extraordinary efforts on the part of microbiologists 
and molecular biologists to study, understand, and 
eradicate these dreadful agents. Accordingly, many of 
the important findings of modern microbiology and 
molecular biology have been derived from extensive 
studies of pathogenic bacteria and their interaction 

with the host. Apparently because of the medical 
focus and influence of evolutionary ideas, bacteria are 
mainly recognized as selfishly replicating disease-
causing organisms. However, many studies clearly 
show that human associated bacteria mostly function 
as normal microflora to maintain host physiology 
(Stanier et al. 1979). Since normal microflora is an 
important part of host physiological systems, it is not 
surprising that bacterial ubiquitousness, for instance 
in the human gastrointestinal tract, was part of God’s 
original design for humans. In addition, bacteria play 
other important roles in nature including nutrient 
recycling in the biosphere (Bergman 1999; Francis 
2003; Gruenke, Francis, and Wood 2004; Lucas and 
Wood 2006). 

 
Innate Oncolytic (Cancer Killing) 
Potential of Bacteria

In contrast to the simplistic and pathogenic view 
of bacteria, modern cancer biologists/microbiologists 
serendipitously discovered that many bacteria 
actually exert a beneficial function. They play an 
important role in eliminating cancerous cells in hosts 
such as animals and humans. It has been known 
for over a century that severe bacterial infections in 
cancer patients occasionally result in the eradication 
of malignancy (Ryan, Green, and Lewis 2006). 
Many non-pathogenic or attenuated bacteria have 
been shown to specifically target cancer cells while 
sparing normal counterparts (Bettegowda et al. 2006; 
Pawelek, Low, and Bermudes 2003), which ultimately 
led to the use of bacteria in clinical trials as potent 
anti-cancer agents (Rosenberg, Spiess, and Kleiner  
2002; Toso et al. 2002).

There are three models to explain how bacteria 
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selectively target cancer cells while preserving normal 
cells: 

1. Preferential bacterial tropism toward the 
hypoxic condition of cancer cells

Anaerobic bacteria are particularly intriguing 
agents for this purpose, because they can target 
cancerous tissue which tends to be anaerobic. (Theys 
et al. 2003). Indeed, a majority of solid human tumors 
contain large hypoxic regions because blood vessel 
growth does not keep pace with tumor cell hyper-
growth. This makes tumors relatively insensitive to 
radiation or chemotherapy (as hypoxic regions are not 
easily accessible by conventional drugs or irradiation) 
but provides an ideal environment for the growth of 
anaerobic bacteria (Cerar, Zidar, and Vodopivec 2004; 
Jain and Forbes 2001). Many attempts to use anaerobic 
bacteria for tumor therapeutics employ Clostridium 
sporogenes, a nonpathogenic species often used as 
a control for sterilization in the food industry. In 
addition to Clostridium, Bifidobacterium (obligatory 
anaerobe), Salmonella (facultative anaerobe) and 
Corynebacterium (obligatory anaerobe) have been 
used for anti-cancer studies with varying stages of 
success in animal models and some strains have been 
used safely in human clinical trials (Jain and Forbes 
2001; Wei et al. 2007). 

2. Oncolytic activity of microbial products
Many pharmaceutical agents have been discovered 

by screening natural products from a wide range 
of microorganisms. For example, dactinomycin, 
bleomycin and doxorubicin are anticancer agents 
(specifically targeting tumors) derived from microbial 
sources (da Rocha, Lopes, and Schwartsmann 2001). 
Rapamycin, wortmannin and geldanamycin (also 
natural products of bacteria and fungi) have been 
found to have antiproliferative actions in tumors 
(oncolytic activity is mainly due to their cytostatic 
effect on tumors) and may therefore find clinical use 
as novel agents for anti-cancer therapy (Alberts et al. 
1993; Stanford et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2007). 

Rapamycin and its analogs are products of 
Streptomyces hygroscopicus and have been used as 
immunosuppressants in humans. They also has a 
role in blocking progression of the cell cycle at middle-
to-late G1 phase in T and B cells, and in cancer cell 
lines such as osteosarcoma and rhabdomyosarcoma 
(Alberts et al. 1993). Rapamycin is a FDA-approved 
drug and a candidate drug to target cancers in an 
adjuvant setting. Wortmannin is a product of the 
fungus Talaromyces wortmanni and inhibits signal 
transduction pathways by forming a covalent complex 
with an active-site residue of phosphoinositide 3 kinase 
(PI3K), inhibiting PI3K activity (hyper-activation of 
cellular PI3K pathway is commonly found in cancer 

cells) (Cadenas et al. 1998). Thus, microbial products 
can have a variety of physiological effects in animals 
and humans. In several cases, the targets of these 
compounds are components of signal transduction 
cascades that are conserved in many species but 
hyper-activated in cancer cells and that have been 
considered novel targets for anti-cancer drug discovery 
(Adjei 2000). Although microbially-derived drugs are 
commonly used for human cancer therapy, cancer cells 
in patients frequently acquire resistance to these anti-
cancer drugs. Use of live microbes (or in combination 
with microbial drugs) may overcome this limitation 
since live microbes show  powerful oncolytic potential 
due to multimodal oncolytic activities (targeting 
multiple cancer specific signaling) compared to drug 
alone treatment. Enhanced oncolytic potential of live 
microbes has been proven in various animal studies 
and human clinical trials are on-going as described 
later.

3. Microbial enhancement of the 
host immune system

Oncolytic bacteria not only directly lyse tumors 
but also indirectly stimulate host immune elements 
to target cancers. For instance, Clostridium novyi 
(NT strain) spores localize in hypoxic anoxic areas 
of tumors, where they germinate and cause lysis of 
tumor cells. The resulting inflammation, as well 
as the oxygen present in adjacent areas, may also 
directly contribute to tumor destruction through 
the release of reactive oxygen species, proteases, 
pore-forming agents, and tumoricidal cytokines. In 
addition, the inflammatory response stimulates a 
specific cellular antitumor immune response that 
constrains subsequent tumor growth (Agrawal et 
al. 2004). Mycobacterium bovis bacillus Calmette-
Guérin (BCG) also performs a powerful anti-cancer 
activity via host immune activation. BCG has been 
used as an adjuvant to booster host immunity (and to 
enhance antibody production in animals). This may 
partially explain why BCG can be a good anticancer 
microbe to specifically target tumors by enhancing 
anti-cancer immunity. Extensive studies suggest 
that this bacterium stimulates the host immune 
system to produce powerful cytokine mediators 
and effector cells [natural killer (NK) cells] that 
act locally to destroy bladder tumors (Brandau et 
al. 2001). M. bovis BCG enhances the natural anti-
tumor activity of NK cells to target bladder tumors. 
The use of live M. bovis BCG therapy is probably the 
most effective immunotherapy to date, and various 
immunostimulatory effects of BCG in vitro and in 
vivo have been described (Alexandroff et al. 1999; 
O’Donnell and Dewolf 1995).

In order for optimal bacterial oncolysis, bacterial 
attenuation (reduction of pathogenicity) or non-
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pathogenicity of bacteria is obviously one of the 
important elements for bacterial anti-cancer therapy. 
Bacterial attenuation is often induced by targeted 
mutation or deletion of the bacterial virulence 
genes (Clairmont et al. 2000; Low et al. 1999). For 
instance, a genetically modified strain of Salmonella 
typhimurium possesses an excellent safety profile, 
including genetically stable attenuated virulence (a 
deletion in the purI gene), reduction of septic shock 
potential (a deletion in the msbB gene), and antibiotic 
susceptibility. The attenuated strain is genetically 
stable after multiple generations in vitro and in vivo 
and accumulates preferentially in tumors (Clairmont 
et al. 2000). Low et al. (1999) also reported that 
Salmonella were genetically modified to alter their 
bacterial lipid component and this increased the 
safety profile of the bacteria while retaining useful 
properties of these bacteria.  

Bacterial lipids are often involved in promoting 
inflammation and pathogenesis. The msbB gene of 
Escherichia coli and Salmonella is believed to be 
involved in the terminal myristoylation of lipid A. 
Disruption of the msbB gene in E. coli and Salmonella 
resulted in stable mutants that lower tumor necrosis 
factor (TNF) alpha induction while retaining tumor-
targeting and tumor-inhibition properties. Although 
the mechanism of attenuation is not clearly known, 
disruption of the Salmonella msbB gene (a potential 
bacterial virulence factor) increased the LD50 
(Lethal Dose, 50%; the amount of a toxic substance 
or radiation to kill half the members of a tested 
population within a certain time) of this pathogenic 
bacteria by 10,000-fold. Notwithstanding this 
enormous difference, Salmonella retains its tumor-
targeting properties, exhibiting tumor accumulation 
ratios in excess of 1000:1 cfu/g tissue compared with 
normal tissues. Administration of these bacteria to 
mice bearing melanoma resulted in tumors that are 
less than 6% the size of tumors in untreated controls 
(Low et al. 1999).  

Dang et al. (2001) used heat shock to eliminate the 
lethal toxin genes from Clostridium novyi, located 
within a phage episome (Dang et al. 2001). It would 
be interesting to study bacterial virulence genes and 
their link to attenuation and oncolysis once genome 
sequences of various strains of bacteria become 
available (McClelland et al. 2001; Parkhill et al. 2001). 
Of course, the use of naturally nonpathogenic bacteria 
(for example, Clostridium oncolyticum) might avoid 
the toxicity problem altogether. Collectively, various 
attenuated or non-pathogenic bacteria or microbial 
products do not (or minimally) harm normal cells or 
tissues in the host while performing a potent anti-
cancer activity. 

There are abundant documented descriptions 
of bacterial or viral infections that lead to tumor 

oncolysis. For instance, regression of leukemias or 
lymphomas has occasionally been observed after 
natural infections with various human viruses. One of 
the most noteworthy reports is of the remission without 
antineoplastic therapy of a Burkitt lymphoma of the 
right orbit in an 8-year-old boy who became naturally 
infected with the measles virus. Within one month, the 
tumor and measles infection had resolved completely 
(Bluming and Ziegler 1971). Furthermore, there 
have been reports of the beneficial effects of measles 
virus on the course of acute lymphoblastic leukemia, 
(Pasquinucci 1971) and it has been implicated in 
numerous cases of regression of Hodgkin’s lymphoma 
(Taqi et al. 1981). Interestingly, vaccine strains of 
measles virus or vaccinia virus are currently being 
used in human clinical trials for cancer therapy 
targeting traditionally intractable human cancers 
(Blechacz and Russell 2008; Myers et al. 2008). As 
shown in Fig. 1, GRP (green fluorescent protein) 
labeled vaccinia virus specifically infects human 
tumor tissue (thus tumors become green fluorescent 
due to viral replication) but not normal human tissues 
demonstrating that oncolytic virus is very effective in 
discriminating tumor tissues among normal tissues 
(Kirn et al. 2007). 

The fact that an acute bacterial infection can 
induce a regression in a concurrent malignant tumor 
has been known for hundreds of years. However, it 
was implemented in 1868—when Busch intentionally 
infected a patient with a soft tissue sarcoma of the 
neck with erysipelas (infection causing inflammation 

Normal tissue
with virus

Rectal tumor

Colon tumor
metastasis

in liver

Endometrial
tumor

Tumor
no virus

Tumor
with virus

Fig. 1. Infection of primary tumor and normal explant 
tissues with B18R- and TK-deleted virus expressing 
GFP (green fluorescent protein). Three tissue 
samples (top: rectal tumor with normal rectal tissue; 
middle: colon tumor metastases in liver; and bottom: 
endometrial tumor [no normal tissue available]:) are 
represented. Tumor and normal tissue were mixed with 
virus, washed, and images taken 48 hours later. This 
figure is taken from Kirn et al. 2007.
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of the dermis). Since the causative agent of erysipelas 
was not known at that time, the patient was placed in a 
hospital bed notoriously known for the frequency with 
which patients in it became infected with erysipelas. 
After being infected with erysipelas (caused by 
Streptococcus pyogenes), rapid tumor shrinkage was 
observed in this patient (Busch 1868). This response 
was only partial and tumor recurrence subsequently 
occurred (Busch 1868). Only 15 years later, in 1883, 
was Streptococcus pyogenes identified as the causative 
agent of erysipelas.

Almost 30 years later, William B Coley, a young 
surgeon at New York Hospital, encountered a patient 
with cancer who seemed to be cured by a severe 
erysipelas infection (Coley 1891). This observation led 
Coley to begin deliberately infecting patients with live 
Streptococcus  pyogenes. Similar studies had already 
started in Europe, where, in 1883, Friedrich Fehleisen, 
a German surgeon, had successfully identified 
Streptococcus pyogenes as the cause of erysipelas and 
had begun treating cancer patients with the living 
cultures of the bacteria (Fehleisen 1883). Both Coley 
and Fehleisen reported success in inducing tumor 
regression, and Coley was so convinced by his results 
that he devoted much of his life’s work to exploring the 
use of bacteria in cancer treatment, although he soon 
abandoned the use of live bacteria in favor of isolated 
preparations of bacterial toxins. A record of his work 
was carefully assembled by his daughter, Helen 
Coley Nauts, and included a collection of 200 years of 
summarized case reports describing neoplasms that 
regressed after acute infection (Nauts, Fowler, and 
Bogatko 1953; Nauts, Swift, and Coley 1946).

The Potential Origin of the 
Paradoxical Nature of Bacteria

In view of the biblical creation model, how can 
we understand this paradoxical nature (tumor 
oncolysis and pathogenicity) of bacterial infections 
in humans? It would be very difficult to fit this into 
an evolutionary perspective, wherein bacteria are 
mainly considered organisms with the sole goal of 
reproduction in order to assure their own survival. 
In fact, there are few attempts to explain the innate 
and highly selective oncolytic nature (only targeting 
cancer tissues while sparing normal tissues) of 
bacteria in an evolutionary perspective. This may 
be due to the evolutionary assumption that bacteria 
would have more survival advantages if they could 
propagate in a non-selective manner. For creation 
scientists, however, this can be readily understood 
within the creation model (Colossians 1:16). Prior 
to Adam’s sin, all bacteria would have been non-
pathogenic and likely had supportive/beneficial 
biological functions by which the integrity of all 
living created kinds were maintained. However, 
after the Fall, bacteria would have been subject to 
degenerative genetic changes due to the effects of 
the curse. As a result of the Fall, the Bible tells us 
that “Thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth to 
thee” (Genesis 3:18a) implying drastic  alterations 
of God’s creation including microbial pathogenicity. 
Bacterial oncolytic activity may have arisen as a 
biological extension (a preferential bacterial tropism 
on tumors leading to tumor lysis) of a preexisting 
normal bacterial tropism (part of the God’s original 
design of bacteria). 

Fig. 2. Schematic of attenuated bacterial role in host (normal versus cancer tissue).

Normal tissue

Proliferation of cancer cells 

Cancer tissue
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Taken together, bacteria were originally created 
to propagate non-pathogenically and to assist host 
physiology. After the Fall, bacteria became subject 
to limited genetic change, which sometimes led to 
an emergence of microbial pathogenicity throughout 
human history. However, the original beneficial 
functions of bacteria including microbial oncolysis are 
ubiquitous even in the fallen biological world. 
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In a creation view, microbial tropism can be 
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Summary and Conclusions
Although bacteria have been mainly recognized 

as disease causing agents since their discovery, 
there is abundant scientific evidence that bacterial 
pathogenicity is not their major biological function 
(fig. 2). Microbiologists have been using most of their 
resources focusing on disease studies rather than 
the many potential beneficial functions of bacteria. 
Recently, biologists discovered many beneficial 
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In the pre-Fall world, tumorigenesis would not 
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methodology to reduce the adverse impact of the fallen 
biological world.
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